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TAKE IT TO EXTREMES.
With more muscle and brawn than ever before, the Nissan NAVARA  
OFF-ROADER AT32 has been specially engineered in partnership with Arctic 
Trucks to handle the most challenging landscapes. Go all out and take 
adventure to the next level with 32" tyres, enhanced suspensions, 
underbody protection and much more. This powerhouse of a pick up 
exceeds all expectations.

1/ ARCTIC TRUCKS PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION AND FRONT DIFFERENTIAL LOCKER: Based on 
Nissan’s Innovative 5-link rear suspension, Arctic Trucks Performance suspension reinforces 
NAVARA’s damping characteristics while a 20mm increased ride height (+20mm with the wider tyres) 
delivers an enhanced ride and suspension flexibility. The optional Front Differential Locker is 
designed to give you greater vehicle control and the capacity to tackle more extreme ground 
conditions. When locked it captures 100% of the available torque, sending it to both ends of the 
axle. With the full power of the Arctic Trucks Front Differential locker and the original NAVARA Rear 
Differential Locker, nothing will ever stop you!

2/ SNORKEL: Improved air intake protects 
the engine from heavy dust and water and 
increases the Navara’s wading depth from 
600mm to 800mm.

3/ UNDERBODY PROTECTION: High strength 
anti-corrosion steel, giving protection to the 
engine, transmission and fuel tank. 

4/ SIDESTEP AND MUDGUARDS: Stylish and 
functional for off-road adventures. 

5/ OFF-ROAD WHEELS AND TYRES: 
Enhanced off-road styling and maximum 
control in challenging conditions.
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Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. We’re using new technologies to 
transform cars from mere driving machines into partners. Together the journey is 
more confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it’s cars that share the task of 
driving with you, or highways that charge your EV as you go along, it’s all in the very 
near future. And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

Follow Nissan NAVARA on:

Dealer stamp:
*5 Year / 100,000 miles (whatever comes first) Manufacturer Warranty for the LCV range (with the exception of e-NV200: 5 Year / 60,000 miles 
Manufacturer Warranty for EV system parts, 3-Year / 60,000 miles for the rest of the vehicle)

** The Nissan manufacturer warranty shall cover the NAVARA base vehicle only. The Arctic Trucks warranty shall cover any modifications 
or additions to the base vehicle (including ground clearance, off-road wheels, fenders, underbody protection, snorkel, front differential 
locker, side step and mud guards), as well as any effects (whether direct or indirect) these modifications or additions may have on the 
base vehicle. Arctic Trucks & Nissan warranties do not cover tyres.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (June 2018). This brochure 
has been produced featuring prototype vehicles exhibited at motor shows. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously 
improving its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in 
this publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan dealer 
to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in this brochure 
may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or part 
of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.

This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – MY18 NAVARA OFF-ROADER brochure 06/2018 – Part Number: 99999-54349. Printed in the UK.
Created by DESIGNORY, France and produced by eg+ worldwide, France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35
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THE TOUGHEST JUST GOT TOUGHER.
Tested in Icelandic and Arctic conditions, the Nissan NAVARA OFF-ROADER AT32 is ready 
for adventure. Go everywhere across sand, snow, rock and rivers thanks to more ground 
clearance, improved entry and departure angles, less impact, maximum control and taller, 
wider tyres. These customised 32" tyres allow you to reduce tyre pressure*** for additional 
traction, turning soft terrain into an irresistible invitation.

*Front Differential Locker optional

** When optional Safari Snorkel is selected

***For off-road use only!

32’’ Nokian  
Off-Road Tyre  
17’’ Black Alloy 

Wheel

+20mm 
ground 

clearance

Front and Rear 
differential  

locker*

Anti-corrosion 
steel underbody 

protection

Up to 800mm 
wading 
depth**

ALL WEATHER, ALL TERRAIN

PREMIUM HARDTOP

PLASTIC BED LINER 

BED DIVIDER 

ROLL COVER WITH STAINLESS STEEL 
BED STYLING BARS, SHARK ANTENNA 

NAVARA OFF-ROADER AT32. Double Cab-based only, available in all colours. 
Please confirm with your local dealership for any restriction.

EARTH 
BRONZE

(M)
SAVANNAH 

YELLOW 
(M)

STORM WHITE
(M)

ALABASTER 
WHITE

(S) STARBURST 
SILVER

(M) METALLIC 
BLACK

(M)
TWILIGHT 

GREY
(M)

FLAME RED
(S) CAYMAN BLUE

(M)

TAKE YOUR NAVARA OFF-ROADER AT32 
EVEN FURTHER WITH NISSAN GENUINE ACCESSORIES.
MANY MORE AVAILABLE, CONFIRM AVAILABILITY WITH 

YOUR LOCAL DEALERSHIP.

OVERALL DIMENSIONS
A: Overall height: 1,880 MM (with roof rails)
B: Overall length: 5,330 MM
C: Overall width: 2,085 MM (with opened mirrors)

BED DIMENSIONS
Height: 474 MM (tailgate lift height)
Length: 1,578 MM (at floor)
Width: 1,560 MM (max)

ARCTIC TRUCKS have been facilitating 
explorations into some of the toughest 
environments in the world for over 
twenty years. Today they bring their 
robust engineering to the Nissan 
NAVARA to give you the confidence to 
deal with nature’s biggest tests. Get 
ready for the next level of adventure 
with the Nissan NAVARA OFF-ROADER 
AT32, with special modifications 
guaranteed for 5 years by Arctic Trucks*.

*except for off road tyres.

GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT 3,045 kg

MAX PAYLOAD up 1,027 kg

MAX. WEIGHT 
ON FRONT/REAR AXLE 1,320/1,848 kg

BRAKED/ 
UNBRAKEAD 
TRAILER CAPACITY

3,500 kg


